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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements about IPv6 anycast addresses are true?
(Choose two)
A. They receive packets on the closest interface that is

discovered by the routing protocol.
B. They are used in conjunction with source-specific multicast
for IPv6
C. They use the prefix FC00::/8.
D. They are allocated from the IPv6 broadcast address space
E. They are allocated from the IPv6 unicast address space
Answer: A,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
A web services company is planning a one-time high-profile
event to be hosted on the corporate website.
An outage, due to an attack, would be publicly embarrassing, so
Joe, the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), has requested that his
security engineers put temporary preventive controls in place.
Which of the following would MOST appropriately address Joe's
concerns?
A. Configure an intrusion prevention system that blocks IPs
after detecting too many incomplete sessions.
B. Purchase additional bandwidth from the company's Internet
service provider.
C. Ensure web services hosting the event use TCP cookies and
deny_hosts.
D. Contract and configure scrubbing services with third-party
DDoS mitigation providers.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
P owns an internet-based business, called GWiz. based in
Country G. GWiz sells gifts, cards and flowers for a variety of
occasions including birthdays, weddings and many other special
events. P sources her products from a variety of partner
suppliers located throughout country G. Customers' orders are
delivered by third party couriers across the whole country. The
GWiz website is hosted and managed by an IT specialist P is a
member of a local small business trade federation and has been
asked to make a presentation to its members on her experience
of running GWiz as a 'virtual organisation'.
Which of the following statements could P correctly make on the
benefits of virtual organisations?
Select ALL that apply.
A. Using partner suppliers who also supply products and
services to competitors will help to increase the competitive
advantage of the virtual organisation.
B. A virtual organisation can look much larger than it actually
is through the use of a range of partner suppliers and third
party couriers.
C. The costs of operating a virtual organisation are relatively
low as there is no need to operate from large premises or
employ its own staff.

D. Using the internet facilitates the assembly of the
components that are needed to operate a virtual organisation.
E. The quality of the products and services offered by the
partner suppliers is always guaranteed and easy to control.
Answer: B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two statements describe application-layer gateways
(ALGs)? (Choose two.)
A. ALGs are designed for specific protocols that require
multiple sessions.
B. ALGs can only be configured using Security Director.
C. ALGs are designed for specific protocols that use a single
TCP session.
D. ALGs are used with protocols that use multiple ports.
Answer: A,D
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